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Abstract

Experimental data collected from a large number of transducers spatially distributed
throughout a three-dimensional volume has typically posed a difficult interpretation task
for the analyst. This paper describes one approach to alleviating this problem by present-
ing color graphic displays of experimental data; specifically, data representing the dynamic
three-dimensional distribution of cooling fluid collected during the reflood and refill of
simulated nuclear reactor vessels. Color-coded binary data (wet/dry) are integrated with a
graphic representation of the reactor vessel and displayed on a high-resolution color CRT.
The display is updated with successive data sets and made into 16-mm novies for distribution
and analysis. Specific display formats are presented and extension to other applications
discussed.

Introduction

To improve the safety of commercial nuclear reactors, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
is participating in experiments to determine the effectiveness of emergency core cooling
(ECC) systems. Highly instrumented reactor models are used to generate loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) conditions and the dynamic ECC fluid distribution recorded by a three-
dimensional grid of wet/dry sensors located throughout the reactor vessel.

Figure 1 is a schematic of a typical nuclear reactor. The cylindrical pressure vessel
houses the nuclear core in the lower half and a generally open area called the upper plenum
in the upper half. The core is surrounded by a smaller cylinder creating an annular space
called the downcoiser.

Reactor Schematic

Figure 1. Reactor schematic

A typical experimental sensor configuration consists of a uniform array in the upper
plenum and a downcomer array with sensors at regular vertical and angular locations* At
each location, one to three sensors are arranged radially across the downcomer gap to create
a grid of X sensors vertically, Y sensors ciircumferentiaily, and Z sensors deep. Data from
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the sensors are digitized into binary (wet/dry) states and stored on digital magnetic tape
for computer processing and CRT display.

Downcomer display

In the simplest configuration, the downcomer sensor arrangement consists of a regularly
spaced vertical and angular grid, with only one sensor in the downcomer gap. Figure 2 shows
the standard display format for this configuration, called the "unfolded downccraer" format.
The annular downcomer is "peeled away" and laid flat so that, in two dimensions, the hori-
zontal axis now represents the angle around the vessel. The unfolded downcomer is then
divided into smaller rectangular areas about each sensor location, with the color represent-
ing the state of that sensor; typically, blue for wet and white for dry. Thus, the variables
of vertical position (X), angular position (Y) and binary state (wet/dry) are transformed
into a two-dimensional display format of vertical, horizontal, and color.

18C

Figure 2. Unfolded downcomer Figure 3. Four state format

The problem becomes somewhat -nore difficult if the experimental configuration calls for
two sensors across the downcoraer gap since the grid now becomes three dimensional (x,Y,z)
plus state. This complexity can be accommodated within the unfolded downconer format,
however, by eliminating the Z variable and considering the two sensors as a single entity
with four states. These four states can then be color coded and displayed as in Fiaure 3
where the following logic is utilized:

3oth sensors wet 31ack

Inner sensor dry and Dark blue
outer sensor wet

Both sensors dry

Inner sensor wet and
outer sensor dry

White

Light blue

This format depicts all the information available and is still easily interpreted even when
displayed as a time sequence or movie.

When three sensors are arranged across the downcomer, the color-coding state approach
appears untenable. The number of states is now eight and, although distinct colors can be
assigned to each state, the ability to remember the state and significance of each color
seems taxing of any analyst. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate two formats developed for the three-
sensor experiments. In Figure 4, the area representing each sensor is divided into three
triangles; two right triangles on either side of an isosceles triangle, such that the three
triangles fill the rectangular area representing that trio of sensors. Each triangle
represents one sensor and is binary color coded according to the state. Thus, right tri-
angles with the hypotenuse facing right will represent inner sensors, isosceles trianqles
the middle sensors, etc.

Figure 5 represents a more classic approach; a cutaway perspective, with the area repre-
senting each sensor again being binary color-coded. An advantage to this display is the
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Figure 4. Three sensor triangle foraat Figure 5. ?hree sensor perspective format

direct geometrical representation, whereas a disadvantage is the difficulty in data inter-
pretation during time secuenc?. analysis. The ratio of color to total area in Figure 4
represents the percent of sensors in that state, whereas in Figure 5, the percent of
sensors in a giver- state is reflected by the ratio of colors in only the rectangular planes.
This limitation niakes it difficult to analyze the overall effect while viewing movies of
rapidly varying data. To alleviate the problem, the following additional logic was incor-
porated into the display shown in Figure 6:

1. If two planes are completely one state, fill the area between with the
same color; i.e., top and bottom of Figure 6.

2. If two planes are in different states or areas in either plane are in
different states, fill the area between the planes with an intermediate
color; i.e., middle of Figure 6.

Although this approach does not generate an exact ratio of color-to-state display, it does
enhance the overall behavior that is of interest while observing time sequences and still
retains the complete information desired for single-frame analysis.

Upper plenum display

For a sensor grid distributed uniformly throughout a cylinder, as in the upper plenum,
there appears to be no easily comprehensible mapping into a two-dimensional display format.
Therefore, the display illustrated in Figure 7 was developed using the 3ame logic as dis-
cussed for Figure 6. Although other perspectives are possible, the number of vertical
planes in our application was significantly smaller than the other dimensions and naturally
lead to the vertical cylinder or "sliced silo" format.

Combined format

Simultaneous display of the complete facility enhances the analysis of coupling effects
between differ̂ .-'t portions of the reactor. Figure 8 shows the combined display format for
the most compl&x sensor configuration developed for the ECC reflood studies. The downcomer
array is made up r>f 11 vertical positions, 6 to 12 angular positions, and 1 to 3 radial
locations, whereas the upper plenum consists of 8 levels with 100 sensors each. Solid lines
connecting the two displays identify the actual elevation of the upper plenum levels with
respect to the downcomer.
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Figure 6. Enhanced downconer format Figure 7. Upper plenum
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Figure 8- Combined foraat

Conclusion

On-line CRT displays have been developed for a variety of experimental sensor configura-
tions mapping the distribution of ECC cooling fluid during the refiood and refill stages of
a simulated loss-of-coolant accident. These displays provide the analyst with a siraple,
comprehensible method of data analysis unavailable before the era of color graphics.


